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YHA (England and Wales) 
  Youth Hostel Profile  

compiled by the Association’s volunteer archivist, John Martin, 2020-03-01 
 

Broad Haven Youth Hostel 
with a preface on the outlying Marloes Sands Youth Hostel 

 
Marloes Sands Youth Hostel     1978 to 2015   
 
Runwayskiln, Marloes, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire SA62 3BH  

Historic County: Pembrokeshire YHA Regions: South Wales, Wales GR: SM 778080 
 

For several decades after the war YHA’s South Wales region was keen to expand into the 
glorious countryside and coastal scenery of Pembrokeshire. The mission started slowly but 
gradually took shape and by the end of the 20th century the location of youth hostels in that 
county was one of the most impressive in the Association. The region’s records show a large 
number of projects, especially in the 1960s and 1970s, while the established pattern was 
gradually emerging. Failed suggestions included Chapel farm at Castlemartin in 1967 and 

Stackpole Quay Farm in 1973. Hidden in the small print of regional memos for 1974 was another proposal, for 
Runwayskiln Farm near Marloes. The warden for the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park lived in the farmhouse and 
offered extended services as YHA warden. This was promising. 

 

 
YHA Marloes Sands, Runwayskiln Farm. Marloes Sands and Gateholm Island lie straight ahead; beyond them Skokholm Island.  

The white building is the farmhouse, in 1978 the warden’s home but from 2000 used as an additional upgraded option  
for YHA guests. Behind it is the regular hostel accommodation, on the left the Piggery and on the right the Henhouse and 

Cowshed. The taller building further right with the apex facing the camera is the Hayloft, with dormitories converted on the 
upper level in the late1990s to take the hostel reception, shop and volunteer wardens’ quarters (YHA publicity image, 2008) 

 
YHA South Wales Region minutes of October 1975 confirmed that stalwart Bob Powell and fellow enthusiast 
volunteers from Haverfordwest were developing the new small farm hostel scheme on the Pembrokeshire Coastal 
Path close to Martin’s Haven and Skomer Island. In a paper commending the proposition, YHA’s South Wales 
Region, mindful of its sparse properties in southwest Pembrokeshire before the successful establishment of Broad 
Haven and Manorbier hostels, enthused: 

Runwayskiln is almost exactly due south of St David’s hostel, with the broad sweep of St Bride’s Bay and 35 or so 
miles of the Pembrokeshire Park long distance footpath separating them. A hostel here would provide an obvious 
link with St David’s and create further impetus to fill the gap with one say at Broad Haven or perhaps a little 
further north. Establishment here would be particularly advantageous to the improved usage we should like to see 
at Pentlepoir hostel. The farmhouse and farm buildings are owned by the National Trust. The outbuildings are in 
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the main available to us for adaptation to a hostel on a 21-year full repairing lease. An adequate simple grade, no-
meals-provided hostel can be obtained giving 40 beds on 25 sq ft per bed spacing. Waterborne sanitation is 
proposed. The conversion is to be done by a local contractor.  
 

In the initial scheme it is not planned to adapt all the buildings, but there is room for a good-sized field study unit 
or two or three family units at a later stage. 

 
In March 1976 a 21-year lease was negotiated with the National Trust, which had obtained the property with 
surrounding land as part of the Operation Neptune scheme. The rent had to be hiked in 1984 after it was discovered 
that it had not been paid for some time. The hostel remained leasehold until its closure. 
 
Work progressed on the adaptations in 1977 and Marloes Sands youth hostel duly opened in March 1978 as a simple 
40-bed hostel, in farm outbuildings arranged as an L-shape on the south and west side of the farm yard. The farmhouse, 
at the north-east corner, was the home of Betty Cullen, hostel warden, and her husband, the National Parks head 
warden. She remained in post until 1987. Betty was one of several YHA South Wales wardens who had to deal with 
excessive snow damage to her hostel over the severe winter of 1981-82. 
 
For over 20 years the accommodation for members consisted of the outbuildings only. At the south side of the yard 
stands a low stone building, the Piggery, and this served as the common room and members’ kitchen. Running between 
the west end of this building and the road is another low structure, the former Henhouse and Cowshed (these rustic 
names were retained in YHA use), and this was used for the two of the four men’s and women’s dormitories and 
washrooms. Over the years the hostel capacity reduced to increase comfort; by 2000 it was 30, and at closure, 27. 
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Mid-1990s photographs of the outbuildings at Runwayskiln Farm that offered simple hostel accommodation for over 35 years. 

1: the west side of the Henhouse and Cowshed that housed dormitories and washrooms; 2: the Piggery from the farmyard; 
3&4: the Piggery provided the hostel’s self-catering kitchen and lounge area. No meals were provided  

(YHA Archive Rent-a-Hostel publicity photographs)  
 

Early forecasting suggested that with 3,000 overnights per year a small profit could be established, but up to 1999 the 
total was more usually in the mid-2000s, with occasional good years reaching 3,200. A contributing factor may have 
been the growing number of youth hostels serving the Coastal Footpath. In an effort to co-ordinate bookings for long 
distance walkers, Anna Davies, warden of St David’s hostel, instigated in 1984 a centralised booking service for hostels 
in the area, especially for walkers of the coastal path.  
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R Wormald made an official hostel standards inspection of many South Wales region hostels early in 1984. His reports 
to the regional secretary are now in the YHA Archive. They were both a fascinating social-history snapshot of YHA 
conditions and expectations at that time and an invaluable inventory of hostel layouts, rarely found elsewhere. He 
visited Marloes Sands in March 1984 and among his comments were: 

Simple category, no meals provided, non-Department of Education and Science-funded, 40 Beds, previous report 
1981. 
 

A group of small farm buildings owned by the National Trust near the Coast Path and a fine coastline. It was a 
pleasure to find a simple hostel where simple meant simplicity along with cleanliness and good order. There are 
three separate buildings one of which houses two dormitories, drying room and toilet facilities and the third has 
two dormitories.  
 

Members’ Kitchen: at one end of the main building with Common/Dining Room at the other end. There are 8 
gas rings, 2 electric kettles and a gas Ascot type water heater, Burco water boiler and fridge, all said to be in good 
working order; aluminium sheeting is planned for the cooking bench.  
 

Toilets/Washrooms: Dormitories ‘CowShed/Henhouse’ in one building have basins/bowls, cold taps and 
‘Stable/Hayloft’ have 2 basins; there is some absence of mirrors and jugs for hot water and one window is broken 
in ‘Cowshed’. The 5 toilets are all in ‘CowShed/Henhouse’.  
 

Dormitories: ‘CowShed/Henhouse’ has 10 switch/6W all on the ground floor. ‘Stable/ Hayloft’ (latter on the 
upper floor with an outside staircase) have 12/12 both switch. They are all in good order apart from the odd No 
Smoking notice. The ‘Hayloft’ floor has been repaired.  
 

Cycle Shed: none. It was blown down by winter gales and I am not sure what the intentions arc for replacement. 
 

Drying Room: satisfactory 10ft x 5ft with fan heater.  
 

Dining/Common Room: about 23 chairs/6 armchairs and also cushions on a bench seat. Fan heater.   
 

Fire Precautions: all appeared to be satisfactory.  
 
When Betty Cullen retired in 1987 David Reed was appointed warden. He stayed for six seasons, but when he left in 
1992, Marloes Sands underwent a change of management style. In common with many smaller hostels at the time it 
was annexed to a larger neighbour for efficiency reasons. Broad Haven, eight miles to the north, became the parent 
hostel and Marloes Sands joined YHA’s growing ranks for volunteer wardening. 
 
YHA News of May 1993 described how the National Trust Employment Training team put up a new ceiling in one 
of the buildings to stop heat loss and offer greater comfort. 
 
Volunteering has always been the lifeblood of YHA’s small hostels, and Marloes Sands benefited regularly from work 
parties, such as in 1996, when the indefatigable Wales Area Panel undertook an extensive programme of 
improvements. The 1996 Summer edition of YHA News described progress here:  

Last Winter the Area Panel decided to focus the hostel work parties on one venue in order to give a substantial 
uplift to one hostel. Marloes Sands was chosen as it is regarded with affection by the Panel as a result of the homely 
atmosphere and its value to walkers on the Pembrokeshire Coast Trail.  
 

Over a six month period, the Area Panel made five weekend visits. The project was well supported with an average 
of 12 people on each work party. An impressive programme of improvements was completed. In the self-catering 
kitchen / dining room new food storage shelves were installed and a partition built to separate the cooking and 
dining areas. The stoves were serviced. Most of the hostel was decorated, including painting of the wood beams 
that give the building its character. New net curtains were made and hung, wash hand basins enclosed to provide 
hostellers with greater privacy and repairs carried out to several windows. Finally, the entire hostel was thoroughly 
spring cleaned.  
 

Area Panel Chairman Sue MacKinnon commented: ‘As the project progressed people were able to see a marked 
improvement in the hostel and this encouraged members to return on a later visit to help complete the work. 
Several new friends also joined the Panel for the first time.’  

 
Further improvements from the same source followed in 1999, as announced in the Autumn 1998 edition of YHA 
News:  

The hostel at Monmouth closed at the end of October 1998, which the South Wales Area Panel greatly regretted. 
However, panel members were determined that something positive should arise from this and decided that the 
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Panel’s adopted hostel at Marloes Sands would benefit. In 1990 our panel members, together with Swindon Local 
Group, had put a lot of effort into building wooden partitions for the dormitories at Monmouth. The partitions 
gave hostellers more privacy as well as a more convenient place to hang their clothes.  
 

The partitions were still in good condition so it was decided to move them to Marloes Sands YH. A fine idea but 
as over one tonne of timber was involved, the act of relocating the partitions required some planning and effort. 
To prepare for the move two visits were made to Monmouth by panel members in the previous week. The 
partitions were dismantled and carried downstairs to the hostel hall. Then on the weekend of the move a van was 
hired and the partitions loaded in the back, raising the van floor several feet in the process. The loading took place 
in teeming rain at the end of a week when all rivers in the Welsh Borders were on flood alert. The Wye looked very 
threatening as the loaded van set off on Saturday afternoon for the 140-mile journey to the southwestern corner 
of Wales.  
 

Fortunately the following morning dawned bright and clear, and the panel members were able to unload the 
partitions in sunshine. These and other items salvaged from Monmouth were stored at Marloes ready for another 
panel visit to prepare the hostel for opening next spring. The initiative to re-use them not only ensured that some 
good arose from the closure of Monmouth Hostel, but also made a practical contribution to the YHA’s 
environment programme.  

 
The older outlying farm buildings, with kitchen, common room and dormitories, were rated as a 2-star bunkhouse. 
In 2000, as part of a Millennium project, they were supplemented by the adjacent farmhouse, now made available and 
adapted as 3-star family hostel accommodation with additional shower and toilet facilities, living room, dining room, 
kitchen and three bedrooms – one 3-bedded room and two 4-bedded. These varied ratings for a single hostel were 
unique in YHA. A new rental agreement had been struck in 1999. At the same time the Area Panel worked on the 
upper floor of the separate Hayloft barn west of the hostel to provide enhanced volunteer warden’s quarters and hostel 
reception, under which National Trust walkers’ public conveniences were sited.  
 

      
 

    
In 2000 the newly acquired farmouse (top) enabled YHA to broaden its offering in line with modern family provision. 
Here too are images of the kitchen, lounge and a bedroom from the time of commissioning (YHA publicity images) 

 
More volunteer work followed on a regular basis. In 2011 Sue and Gary Jervis, managers of Broad Haven, thanked all 
who worked tirelessly on spring-clean and maintenance jobs, while in 2014 it was necessary for a volunteer task force 
to repair a collapsed chimney and badly damaged roof after freak storm conditions. Claire Daniels, current manager 
of YHA St David’s, was the final team member from Broad Haven to site-manage Marloes Sands.   
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Marloes Sands Hostel was closed in 2015 as part of a rationalisation of YHA’s twin National Trust premises, here and 
at St David’s, the latter being retained. The lease was surrendered, with final guests due on 31st March 2015, or 
possibly with some Exclusive Hire over Easter. YHA handed the property back to the National Trust on 30th April. 
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The author recorded these images of Marloes Sands youth hostel while enjoying a Freedom of Wales rail and bus runabout 

ticket holiday in May 2007 – 1: the farmhouse from the road, with its typical vernacular style of asymmetrical roofline;  
2: outside stone steps led to the hostel’s reception and volunteer wardens’ quarters, with National Trust public toilets located 
beneath. Originally, two of the four hostel dormitories were here, ‘Stables’ downstairs, ‘Hayloft’ upstairs – the warden lived in 

the farmhouse; 3: farmyard view of the Henhouse and Cowshed; 4: the Piggery. There was space for six cars in the yard 
 
In 2019 the premises were being run as the Henhouse Coastal Café, with accommodation. 

 
 
Broad Haven Youth Hostel     1980 to present   
 
Broad Haven, Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire SA62 3JH 

Historic County: Pembrokeshire  YHA Region: South Wales, Wales   GR: SM 862140  
 
It is remarkable how Pembrokeshire has developed, in youth hostelling terms, from unrepresented before the war, via 
many frustrated plans typical of the late 1940s, gaining at last a foothold in the 1950s with a quartet of Poppit Sands, 
the original St David’s Head, Pwll Deri and Hodgeston Hill, through to a more recent golden period. In 1999 there 
were an astonishing eleven YHA hostels operating in this one county, nine in full ownership (Poppit Sands, Newport, 
Pwll Deri, St David’s, Broad Haven, Manorbier, Trefin, Marloes Sands and Pentlepoir – the final three subsequently 
closing, though Trefin continues as an independent hostel), and two Enterprise-type franchises at Penycwm and 
Lawrenny, now under different operation. It took almighty leaps of faith by South Wales region to invest so heavily 
in this corner of Wales so remote from other popular YHA areas, but it worked. 
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A postcard from about the date of opening accentuated the clean design lines of Broad Haven youth hostel (YHA Archive) 

 
Central to the success was the establishment of Broad Haven youth hostel, but it was a long time in the making. The 
need for representation on the broad sweep of St Bride’s Bay at or near Broad Haven had been recorded in the YHA 
South Wales region’s minutes as early as 1964, and persisted through that decade’s records.  In 1969, just after the 
opening of Trefin hostel, a regional memo reported that joint co-operation to provide a new hostel or hostels was 
proceeding. YHA and the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park were together seeking locations on the south and west 
coasts of Pembrokeshire. Land at Broad Haven was still available for a 40-50 bed hostel; the particular site suggested 
lay next to the countryside unit and would be separate from it, but the national YHA thought it was most unlikely 

that the two projects, here and a hostel at Saundersfoot – subsequently the disappointing 
Pentlepoir – would be possible in the foreseeable future. YHA was nervous about major 
expenditure, but Jack Price, County Planning Officer intimated that Pembrokeshire was 
in generous mood and had approved a project for Broad Haven, assuming an outlay for the 
County of £20,000 in their capital programme for 1970-71. The cost was challenged by 
YHA’s Finance Executive to be double that. It was thought that a joint-responsibility 
scheme similar to Helmsley youth hostel could be considered. 
 
Left: hostel stamp 
 

It took almost a decade for those discussions to come to fruition. The various machinations of funding and planning 
for a large purpose-built hostel (the region’s first such) led to constant delays and frustrations. Progress must have been 
slowed by the multiplicity of stakeholders and the unique brief for it to be YHA’s first hostel designed around the 
needs of the disabled. If the inclusion of a family unit was an increasingly common feature in South Wales hostels at 
the time, the addition of modern staff accommodation in the plans was less familiar ground.  
 
Eventually, YHA expressed a hope through its handbook to open here in 1979, but building work was disrupted when 
the contractor ceased trading and work stopped in May of that year, resuming in the autumn with new contractors. 
The successful builders were Phelps and Owens of Milford Haven, who also reconstructed Manorbier hostel a few 
years later, with a similar enthusiastic impetus from the National Park Authority.  
 
Early blueprints show that the intended assistant’s quarters / family unit was planned to extend a few feet further 
outwards, but was subsequently trimmed. On 26th January 1980 a South Wales region memo proposed to establish a 
family facility in that year in part of the assistant’s suite being constructed in the east wing of the new building but not 
likely to be required in the early years of the project. When usage built up at the hostel the arrangement would need 
review.  (Money must have been especially tight; not wishing to take any risks, the regional executive could afford only 
a single-appointment warden at first, with a part-time assistant not due until the summer of 1981. In light of the 
hostel’s encouraging start in 1980, a double-appointment with full-time assistant followed in the second year). With 
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this flexible plan for the eastern wing (nowadays rooms 13-15) it seems that both a hostel assistant and a hostelling 
family could use the space side by side for a period; at the end of 1980 a telephone was to be moved into the assistant’s 
room from the family unit. The details of how the idea played out over decades are now unclear. 
 
Another memo confidently reported builders’ completion dates for 1980: the warden’s family flat in the west wing on 
1st May, the dormitory corridor in the second week and the assistant’s quarters in the third week of May, external 
work at the end of that month and the whole site to be completed by mid-June. The warden from the beginning was 
Jim Garner; he and his family arrived on 6th May to prepare the hostel for opening. Soon he and his wife Lynn were 
confirmed as joint wardens.  
 
Because of the scale and importance of the project South Wales region set up a Broad Haven Establishment Working 
Party on 11th June to prepare quickly for first hostel use on 27th June. Pentlepoir hostel’s warden, Jim Lockwood, 
was drafted in to assist regional secretary Dave Matthews, as were Bob Powell and Rowland Pittard, South Wales 
volunteers highly experienced in setting up local hostels. Among the new challenges was a desire to serve disabled 
guests; enquiries were made to Social Services about having invalid carriages on permanent loan at the hostel. There 
was a pleasant opening night on the 27th June; members commented favourably on furnishings and fittings. YHA 
organised an open day for local people two days later that was very well attended. YHA South Wales council was 
pleased that 10 disabled persons with 10 wheelchairs had stayed at Broad Haven in November 1980.  
 
The ground plot that had been suggested in 1969 was indeed the site of the hostel. The property, now 60-bed, was 
built with considerable financial aid from the Countryside Commission and the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park. 
YHA leased the hostel and grounds for 99 years from 18th June 1980 from Dyfed CC and Pembrokeshire Coast 
National Park Authority, at a peppercorn rate. The Association’s expenditure was £22,000. The building was named 
the Jack Price Memorial Hostel after the National Park officer who championed the hostel scheme. Hostelling News 
of Summer 1980 described the new facility: 

Purpose-built, it is the first to include special facilities for the disabled. The building is all on one level, with doors 
of a width to admit wheelchairs, and handrails in the toilets. The dormitories are smaller than usual, six with six 
beds and six with four beds, each with its own toilet and washing facilities. There are hot showers, a drying room, 
a good hostel store, and meals are provided. In addition, there is a family unit with four beds and a cot. A large 
sandy beach is nearby, with superb coastal views. 

 
There was an official opening on 13th June 1981. YHA had hoped to attract a royal seal of approval, either through a 
visit from Buckingham Palace or through a submission by the County Council for a Prince of Wales building award. 
The final arrangement was for an officer of the Countryside Commission to conduct the occasion.  
 

 1  2  
1: YHA South Wales region volunteer worker Pat Packham photographed guests congregating for the hostel’s official opening; 

2: invitation to the formal opening of Broad Haven youth hostel for the use of the late Rowland Pittard, who died in 2020.  
He was a tireless worker for Welsh hostels and countryside issues (YHA Archive) 

 
The adjacent former Pembrokeshire Coast National Park countryside unit has had a significant role in the 
development of YHA Broad Haven. It is a low modern building much in the same style as the youth hostel and lies a 
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short distance east of the main hostel building. By the time the hostel was being planned, its usefulness as a tourist and 
countryside information centre adjacent to the large car park was diminishing. On 20th August 1980 Roger Clarke, 
YHA’s Countryside Officer, attended a meeting to discuss how YHA could benefit from it. He outlined criteria for a 
full YHA Field Studies Centre, though he admitted that unique factors at Broad Haven might require a modification 
of YHA’s own Field Studies rules. The National Parks Association Information Officer would agree to any practical 
proposals but could offer no money. The availability was not perfect: the study room was then limited to 15 persons 
in summer, 40 from September to May and during evenings in summer. YHA would prefer larger numbers, but it was 
agreed to set up ad hoc arrangement for the immediate future and Mr Garner would handle bookings. The Nature 
Conservancy Council gave formal approval for the Field Studies Unit and YHA would pay a fee of £125 for an initial 
6-month period. Buoyed by high overnight figures for July and August 1980, YHA’s regional council agreed to setting 
up the centre to encourage overnights further; the warden was to receive extra payment. The final costs for the centre 
were £27,000 for the National Parks Authority and £1,000 for YHA.  
 
Considerably later, on 20th June 1984, Lord Hunt formally opened the Field Study Centre, part-leased by YHA. 
Eventually, in 1998, YHA was able to take a long lease on it, thus matching the term of the main building.  
 

Jim and Lynn Garner oversaw the development of the hostel and had a long and 
distinguished career at Broad Haven. Jim assumed sole responsibility in 1996, and stayed 
until 1999. In its early years Broad Haven achieved annual overnights of 6,000 or 7,000; 
revenue accounts up to 30th September 1981 showed a healthy operating profit and 
immediately put the hostel 4th out of South Wales’ 33 locations in popularity. By the mid-
1990s the figure of 9,000 overnights was regular passed, and a then-record of 10,505 was set 
in 1995. Key to the success were the school and disabled party visits. 
 
Left: hostel cloth badge from about the time of opening (author’ collection) 
 

 
Regular family-hostellers and YHA volunteers George and Nora Miller were keen photographers of the hostel scene.  

They visited Broad Haven in its early days, when the wing nearest the camera was a family accommodation  
unit and assistant’s room and that behind the privately-parked car was the wardens’ flat (author’s collection); 

 
In June 1984 YHA’s hostel standards committee reported dissatisfaction with aspects of disabled provision, especially 
impractical seating in the dining room; benches were replaced with polypropylene chairs. In October 1984 a major 
problem with the flooring became apparent in the members’ and wardens’ kitchens, where quarry tiles were reported 
to have ‘exploded’. Dyfed CC investigated quickly, but the repair cost was likely to be £1,500-£2,000.  A consequence 
of multi-funding, the responsibility for putting the matter right was not immediately clear.  
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YHA Broad Haven has received at least three major renovations over the years, the first in 1987. YHA News of May 
1993 stated that in an attempt to keep bills down and be more environmentally friendly, work had started on zoned 
heating at Broad Haven youth hostel. Sue and Gary Jervis arrived as new managers in 1999, and like the Garners, 
stayed for a lengthy period until their retirement in 2017.  
 
In 2006 the Field Study Centre was enhanced with a digilab/computer suite. Another extensive refurbishment 
culminated with YHA investing £150,000 over the winter of 2007-08. A reopening ceremony followed on 3rd July 
2008 with guest of honour Jane Davidson AM. The reception area was revamped and a new café-bar opened to the 
public. Décor was refreshed throughout. The field study centre and computer suite continued to be available. 
 

 1  2  
1: the original National Park Countryside Unit and Tourist Information Centre, east of the main complex. It is now YHA’s field 
study / computer centre and incorporates a large 70-seat hall and a separate classroom (author’s photograph, May 2007); 

2: YHA in the community. YHA Broad Haven has often supported local events such as the village’s annual festival. Here Helen 
Maurice-Jones (right) presented a prize in the popular Sand Art competition to a young winner about 2010. The daughter of 

wardens at the former Colwyn Bay hostel, Helen has given a lifetime of voluntary service to Welsh youth hostels (YHA Archive) 
 

Typical of the activities on offer at Broad Haven was this diving course, described in a YHA Bulletin in March 2011: 
Diving in Wales 

YHA Broad Haven is now a 5-star PADI (Professional Association of Diving Instructors) accredited Dive School. 
Having teamed up with a local diving club and instructor, the hostel facilities were audited and awarded 5 stars. 
This allows the hostel to run PADI certified scuba diving residential courses. The managers Sue and Gary already 
have five dates planned which are designed around the requirements of the Gold Duke of Edinburgh's Award, with 
more to follow.  

 
Early in 2012 YHA Broad Haven was one of a dozen hostels selected to take part in a network-wide experiment to 
allow dogs into hostels. Though the scheme was short lived, it led later to a more widespread acceptance of dogs in 
hostels within existing camping facilities. 
 
National Citizens Service residential stays have been held at the centre, as described in another YHA  Bulletin:  

The Challenge  
 

In July 2012 a group of young people were at YHA Broad Haven, Pembrokeshire, for their National Citizen 
Service residential stay. Below are a few words from the leaders and the children:  
 

‘We really enjoyed the ping pong table and pool table (even though you had to pay 50p for the pool table).’  
 

‘Youth Hostel staff were great, flexible and accommodating; they really went out their way! Great at helping us 
staff out! Especially good with requests from young people, maintenance things, and the little things like heating 
their chocolate cake up and inviting them for seconds!!’  
 

‘Food was great!! I only get food like this at Christmas!’  
 

‘Thanks for the hot showers and dry clothes every day. The food and room were so wicked. Thanks for the relaxing, 
comfy bed. It was home from home and we were made to feel very welcome, nothing was too much trouble!’ 
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    3 
 

 4  5  
1: YHA Broad Haven’s hostel lounge; 2: a typical smaller bedroom. Room 13 was originally part of the assistant warden’s suite 
but is now a family room. The original concept of family units, common in South Wales hostels, has developed over the years 
into more flexible and choice-led sleeping, catering, length-of-stay and group-size arrangements. Note YHA’s popular double-
plus-single family bed and the vinyl wrap-around door imparting a seaside impression, a cost-effective way of brightening a 

hostel’s image; 3: Gary and Sue Jervis, hostel managers, sit either side of Stephen Crabb, MP and James Hitchins,  
YHA Operations Manager for Wales, at a meeting in January 2013 to discuss educational opportunities; 

4&5: images of the Broad Haven shoreline and village from the youth hostel (YHA Archive) 
 
The hostel plan on page 11 shows Broad Haven hostel as it was functioning when newly reopened on 5th July 2019, 
after major refurbishment over the previous winter months. Not shown are important alterations to the entrance and 
reception areas, with a new direct passageway straight to the dining room from the entrance doors. There is new 
flooring and considerable thought has gone into the hostel’s décor. Seaside and marine themes feature throughout.  
 
The guest rooms marked as 13 to 15 on the plan were originally the assistant’s room and the family suite. The latter 
was advertised as suitable for a family of four plus a baby. The bedroom had one double bunk and wardrobe and carpet; 
the other family accommodation was a bed settee ‘Put-u-up’ in the small dining/sitting room. There were 6 chairs, 
table and rug, a bathroom and a separate WC. The kitchen had a vinyl floor and necessary equipment. Elsewhere, the 
initial design was for Rooms 1 to 6 to have six beds and Rooms 7 to 12 to have four. In 1980 the bed capacity was thus 
60, but there has been regular tweaking over the years, with some of the smaller room taking 5 beds and larger rooms 
7 or 8 beds from time to time. Jim and Lynn Garner vacated the manager’s flat about 1995 to live locally; their quarters 
became available for assistant staff and the eastern wing was redesigned for ordinary guest use, the hostel capacity rising 
to 74. 
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From 2008 the hostel has offered 77 beds, all with en suite or adjacent private facilities. Other features include a wi-fi 
and games area, a dining room that can seat 65, a separate self-catering kitchen with seating, an outside lawned area 
with garden tables and parasols, and a drying room. In 2019 three premium bell tents were made available for stays 
between May and September. The youth hostel is Visit Wales Accredited 4 star. 
 

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 
1978-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb 

¶: Marloes Sands youth hostel;   ∆: Broad Haven youth hostel;   •: closed for part of year    
*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping  

          

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
… … … … … … … … 2478¶ 2639¶ 
          

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
2973¶ 2416¶ 2504¶ 2471¶ 2803¶ 2727¶ 2612¶ 3154¶ 3261¶ 3056¶ 
2262∆ 6517∆ 7229∆ 7305∆ 7800∆ 8215∆ 7817∆ 8473∆ 8549∆ 8264∆ 

          

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
3285¶ 2714¶ 2845*¶ 3016¶ 2413¶ 2533¶ 2180¶ 2302¶ 2319¶ 2471¶ 
7826∆ 7109∆ 9933*∆ 9467∆ 9604∆ 10505∆ 9388∆ 9776∆ 9362∆ 9317∆ 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
3222¶ 2844¶ 3346¶ 3320¶ 3602¶ 3261¶ 2874¶ 2924¶ 2921¶ 2594¶ 
9521∆ 8274∆ 9760∆ 10764∆ 11203∆ 11119∆ 11023∆ 10532∆ 10261∆ 11003∆ 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
2516¶ 3065+¶ 2774+¶ 2443+¶ 3038+¶ 150+ ¶ … … … … 

10565∆ 12768+∆ 11688+∆ 10920+∆ 11185+∆ 14132+∆ 11185+∆ 13863+∆ 14807+∆ 12937+•∆ 
          

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 
open∆ … … … … … … … … … 
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When Gary and Sue Jervis left Broad Haven in 2017 Ruth Richards became the new manager; she had been acting 
manager of Cardiff Central immediately beforehand. Record overnight figures were recorded for 2017 and 2018, with 
almost 15,000 achieved in 2018.  
 

    
 

      
 

   
 

    
Above: images from 13th July 2019, as YHA Broad Haven prepared to celebrate its refurbishment reopening with an open day. 
The images show the attractive beach-style branding applied throughout. Nowadays YHA is marketing its daytime seaside cafés 
very strongly and Haven’s Beach Café is intended to attract visitors into the YHA environment for coffee, ice creams and eats. 

Interior design features include the dining room with its whale-themed ceiling mural and the reception with its bathing-hut 
artwork. The reception has a new passageway direct to the dining room. The lawned areas are ideal for  

the summer bell tents and outdoors dining (author’s photographs) 
 

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive. 


